Maintainer produces premium quality customized mechanics service truck bodies, lubrication bodies, and telescopic cranes.

“Our passion is to deliver the highest quality product that exceeds the customer’s expectations.”

We have been in business for over 37 years and have established ourselves as the leader in quality, durability and value in our industry. Maintainer was built around a core set of values that proliferates throughout the organization. Values such as integrity, commitment and open communications are consistent throughout the family of companies.

Maintainer’s products service a wide range of applications and markets:

- MUNICIPALITIES
- MILITARY
- GOVERNMENT
- PROPANE
- CONSTRUCTION
- EQUIPMENT DEALERS
- UTILITIES
- RAILROADS
- AGRICULTURE
- MINING
- RENTAL

Maintainer Crafting a Legacy of Premium Truck Bodies

1701 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE
P.O. BOX 349
SHELDON, IA 51201

www.maintainer.com
800-831-8588

SERVICE BODIES

Mechanics Trucks, Lube Trucks, Telescoping Cranes

DISTRIBUTED BY:
1 & 2 TON SERVICE BODIES

**Premium Bodies. ULTIMATE VALUE.**

**1-TON BODY LENGTHS:**
- CA: 60”-120”

**LONG LASTING**
11, 12 & 14 Gauge A60 Galvannealed material is strong and corrosion resistant.

**TOUGH SUBSTRUCTURE FOR ULTIMATE STABILITY.**
Our bodies are built strong with crossmembers on 12” centers.

**MAKE A STATEMENT**
Maintainer units are etch-primed, primed, and finished with automotive paint in the color of your choice!

**LONG LASTING**
11, 12 & 14 Gauge A60 Galvannealed material is strong and corrosion resistant.
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**MADE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS**
Our engineers will design the body and configuration to fit your specifications!

**AUTOMOTIVE EPDM WEATHERSTRIPPING.**
Our metal-reinforced gasket clips in for maximum durability.

**STAINLESS STEEL DOOR HINGES**
with needle-zerk grease.

**GAS-SPRING DOOR HOLDERS**
are parallel to doors when closed to save space and keep doors under control in any conditions.

**RECESSED DOOR DESIGN**
keeps water out while washing or if it’s raining.
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**MAINTAINER CRANES**
Certified, tested, dependable cranes available from 2,000 to 14,000 lb. capacity, and horizontal reach options up to 34’. Rated capacity up to 87,900 ft*lb.

**1-POINT D-RING LATCHES**
enhance the seal and locks in your equipment.

**CUSTOMIZE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS**
Our engineers will design the body and configuration to fit your specifications!
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